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ABSTRACT: During the past year we have succeeded in 
obtaining a 5 TW j cm2 proton focusl on Sandia National 
Laboratories' Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator (PBF A) II. This 
has allowed us to shift our experimental emphasis to the 
implementation of an improved ion diode geometry for higher 
voltage operation, full azimuthal beam characterization, and 
especially lithium ion source experiments. We have made 
significant progress in each of these areas during the past year, 
demonstrating 10 MV diode operation, ± 10% azimuthal beam 
symmetry, and promising initial results from lithium ion source 
experiments. 

PROTON BEAM FOCUSING RESULTS 

Our recent progress in ion beam generation and focusing on PBF A II was highlighted 
by the achievement of a 5.4 +1.0/-0.8 TW jcm2 equivalent power density averaged 
over a 6 mm diameter sphere in April 1989.1 In this experiment the beam from one 
quadrant of the ion diode was characterized and extrapolated to full beam parameters . 
Peak ion power on this experiment was 17.5 TW and occurred at approximately 6 MY . 
The beam focal spot was characterized by a 5.2 mm FWHM at peak power with 182 
kJ of protons above 3.6 MeV. The equivalent energy density on a 6 mm diameter 
sphere was 73 kJjcm2. Electrical diagnostics data from this experiment are shown in 
Figure 1. These results demonstrated our ability to focus ions at high power and 
energy and allowed our experimental emphasis to shift to improved diode geometries 
for higher voltage operation and lithium beam generation. 

IMPROVED ION DIODE GEOMETRY 

An improved ion diode geometry has been implemented on PBFA. This new 
geometry, shown in Figure 2, provides higher and more uniform insulating magnetic 
fields along the anode surface. The primary differences between this and the 
previous geometry are that the two cathodes are 2 centimeters closer together and are 
made of titanium. The reduced diode volume provides more insulating magnetic field 
for a given current in the magnetic field coils. The change from stainless steel 304 or 
Inconel 718 to titanium T6 allows magnetic flux to diffuse from the field coils --L\Afl 
through the cathode casing more readily due to the higher resistivity (x4 or xl.4 .... ~~~u 
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respectiv~ly) of titanium. Currents of up to 84 KA have been used successfully in 
these cathode coils. In this new geometry the anode and cathode field coils together 
have produced a 4 Testa insulating field in the anode-cathode gap. A modified '\ 
version of this geometry with the. cathode coils located 4 em closer together instead of 
the 2 em as previously described has produced a 5 Testa field in the gap. 

The new geometry also greatly reduces the nonuniformity in the magnetic field along 
the anode surface which results in "bowing" in the shape of the flux surfaces. In the 
previous geometry the magnetic field increased by 17% from the midplane of the 
anode to the edge of the emitting area 3 em from the midplane. The new geometry 
reduces this variation to 9%. The improved uniformity should allow more uniform 
formation of the electron sheath which serves as the virtual cathode. This should 
cause more uniform ion emission from the entire anode surface and a more rapid 
transition to enhanced ion current in the diode.2 Experiments performed with 
different levels of "bowing" show that ion efficiency is strongly dependent on the 
amount of bowing, or nonuniformity of magnetic field along the anode surface. This 
is shown in Figure 3. 

The increased insulating magnetic field in the diode allows operation at higher 
voltages. The diode operating voltage is given by the Y crit theory of M. Desjarlais3 

accounting for the diode geometry, insulating fields, and the accelerator load line. On 
PBF A the diode voltage at peak power is approximately Y diode = 0.5 V crit• and Y crit = 
3 Bd, where voltages are given in MY, B is the insulating magnetic field in Testa, and 
d is the anode-cathode gap in em. Using insulating fields of 3.5 - 5 Testa and anode
cathode gaps of I - 1.6 em we have raised the operating voltage at peak power of the 
ion diode on PBF A to approximately I 0 MY from the previous level of 6 MV. Figure 
4 shows the diode currents and voltage in this new configuration. Enhanced ion 
currents are achieved as quickly in the high voltage configuration as in the low 
voltage configuration. Initial results from high voltage experiments indicate increasing 
beam spot size at higher voltage. This result is probably affected by both diode and 
field geometry. Experiments to optimize focal spot size will be performed after initial 
lithium source experiments are completed. · 

The new off -axis ion pinhole camera beam diagnostic has been used to characterize 
the predominant beam ion species at a 3.8 em radius. Using different filters to 
separate ions according to mass and energy based on the measured diode voltage, we 
have identified c+s as the predominant non-protonic species in the beam. 
Measurements indicate that approximately 60 kJ of C+S are typical in a beam with 220 
kJ of protons. Other ionization states o( carbon were present in much smaller 
quantities than c+s. 

AZIMUTHAL BEAM SYMMETRY 

ICF target experiments will require good symmetry of the entire ion beam striking the 
target. Full azimuthal beam symmetry has never before been measured on PBFA. 
Figure 5 shows the geometry and results of this azimuthal proton beam symmetry 
experiment. A thin gold scattering foil completely surrounds the central, 8 mm 
diameter lithium activation target. Rutherford-scattered ions from this foil are 
imaged on an energy-resolving ion pinhole camera. The ion tracks in the images are 
counted individually, providing an accurate measure of ion intensity, beam symmetry, 
and vertical focus at the 1.2 em radius. The size of the ion tracks can be used to 
differentiate between protons and non-protonic ion species. The proton images in 
Figure 5 show the effect of 4 vertical support posts and 3 target support wires which 
interrupt the beam at positions approximately on two diagonals through the annular 
image. The three images are energy resolved corresponding to 5 - 5.5 MY, 5.5 - 6 
MY, and 6 - 7.5 MY respectively from right to left. The intensity scale in these 
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images indicates energy density. The total proton energy seen in these frames was 
approximately 160 kJ. Horizontal and vertical scans through the center of each of the 
images infers ± 10% azimuthal ion intensity uniformity. The beam profile was also 
observed by LQ emission from the gold target cone and noted to be consistent with 
the IPC images. This is a very encouraging result for future target experiments. 

LITHIUM SOURCE EXPERIMENTS 

During the last year we have made progress in testing and understanding our three 
most promising lithium sources. These three sources and their status are described 
below: 

1. The Electrohydrodynamically-driven (EHD)4 lithium ion source is produced 
when a 10 MV /em electric field is applied to a liquid lithium anode surface. 
The electric pressure causes cusp formation on the surface with a fastest-growing 
wavelength of approximately 1 micrometer. The calculated growth e-folding 
time is 1 nanosecond, leading to a strongly peaked cusp in 2. 7 ns. Ions are then 
evaporated from the tip of the cusp in the singly-charged state, providing a non
plasma- based source of Li+l ions. Difficulties involved in fielding a full-scale 
EHD experiment on PBF A have included the problem of wicking and wetting a 
porous metal anode surface with liquid lithium located in a reservoir at the base 
of the anode, ejection of the lithium from the anode surface due to pressure 
from magnetic flux diffusing through it, and lithium vapor pressure causing a 
neutral gas pre-fill of the diode region before the experiment. Proper wicking 
and wetting of a 5 micrometer-pore-size fritted surface is achieved at a 
temperature of approximately 430 degrees Centrigrade. At this temperature the 
vapor pressure is sufficient to cause the diode region to be filled with vapor 
before the experiment. This problem has been greatly improved by cooling the 
anode surface to 275 degrees in approximately 15 minutes before the 
experiments. The lithium ejection problem is being solved by reducing the 
amount of flux through the anode surface and by adding a slow risetime (8 ms) 
magnetic field which can be used to supplement the fast (600 microsecond) flux 
provided by the standard anode field capacitor banks. Initial experiments using 
the EHD ion source have provided a 25 kJ lithium beam (as measured by nuclear 
activation at a 2.2 em radius) which seems to have no significant proton 
contamination. Spectroscopic measurements using the 670.8 nm neutral lithium 
line show Stark shifts indicating S-6 MV /em fields at the anode surface on this 
experiment. This will be increased to 10 MV /em in subsequent experiments. 

2. The Boil-Off Lithium Vapor Source (BOLVAPS)S uses a thin (3 micrometer) 
molybdenum heater film deposited on a ceramic anode surface to heat a 0.4 
micrometer LiAg film which is coated over it. External capacitor banks drive 
first a slow (30 ms) heating pulse which heats the film to approximately 600"C, 
then a fast (0.4 microsecond) heating pulse which further heats the films to 
approximately 1200 degrees. The slow pulse cleans the film of contaminants 
which clear the diode region within 2 ms. The fast pulse vaporizes lithium 
neutrals, forming a well-defined dense (>l016jcm3) vapor layer within 2 mm of 
the anode surface. When this technique is combined with a 1 S mJ/cm2, 1 
microsecond long pulse from a dye laser operating at 670.8 nm, the neutral 
lithium atoms are pumped into an excited state which collisionally ionizes within 
a few hundred nanoseconds. This ionization· technique, called Laser Ionization 
By On Resonant Saturation (LIBORS)6, has been tested successfully in the 
laboratory. The BOLV APS process has been tested successfully at small scale in 
the laboratory. During the past six months we have been successful in producing 
the required films with the correct adhesion properties to full-scale PBF A anode 
surfaces. Recent tests of the transmission lines which transmit current from the 



external fast capacitor banks to the heater film have uncovered a problem with 
the ability of the transmission lines to survive repeated pulsing. This problem 
has prevented the BOL V APS system from being tested on PBF A. Laboratory 
experiments are now being conducted using full PBF A hardware to test the 
performance of the BOL V APS technique. 

3. The Laser EVaporation Ion Source (LEVIS)7.s uses two lasers to both produce 
and ionize a lithium vapor from a lithium-containing film. The LEVIS 
configuration is shown in Figure 6. In our initial experiments this film is a 0.2 
micrometer thick layer of 30% lithium and 70% molybdenum. This is 
approximately 4 ranges thick for 1060 nm light. An 8 ns 100 Joule YAG laser is 
used to deliver approximately 70 Joules to a 400 cm2 surface area of the anode. 
From both laboratory experiments and tests on PBF A this is sufficient to produce 
a dense (> 1011 /emS), spatially well defined layer of neutral lithium vapor on the 
anode surface. The existing LIBORS system described earlier can be used to 
resonantly ionize this vapor. Laboratory experiments with this source have 
shown that the laser energy needed to produce a dense vapor depends on the 
substrate thermal conductivity, the film composition, reflectivity, and thickness, 
and the pulse width of the laser. The 8 ns, 100 Joule Nd:YAG laser recently 
installed on PBF A should be sufficient to conduct the presently envisioned 
LEVIS experiments. Initial full-scale LEVIS experiments on PBF A using both 
lasers have demonstrated a pre-formed lithium-containing anode plasma. These 
experiments also showed problems with contamination of the beam by protons, 
possibly produced by the 1 microsecond-long LIBORS laser pulse incident on the 
anode before the voltage pulse reached the diode. LEVIS experiments are easily 
fieldable at a rate of one shot per day on PBF A. 

We have recently chosen the Laser Evaporation Ion Source as the primary ion source 
for PBF A. It has the advantages of being a simple, inexpensive, flexible, and easily 
controllable method of producing an active, pre-formed anode plasma. The major 
issues for this source are laser illumination uniformity, source microdivergence, and 
especially species purity. The species purity issue will be addressed using heated 
anodes, laser cleaning of the anode surface, and in-situ deposition of lithium films on 
the anode. Experiments will determine the importance of the former issues. The 
EHD ion source will also be tested at a lower priority on PBF A. The BOL V APS 
concept will not be tested on PBFA until further laboratory experiments are complete. 

Very recent ion source experiments on PBFA have shown promising results using the 
LEVIS anode configuration without either of the LEVIS laser systems. Exp~riments 
using the LEVIS MoLi-coated anode surface without either laser have shown that a 
20-40% pure (time averaged) Li+l beam is produced without any external ionization 
mechanism. This beam has been focused horizontally to an 8 mm FWHM. Initial 
results from a similar experiment using a LiF coating on a stainless steel anode surface 
indicates Li+l beam of greater than 70% purity. These promising results will be 
confirmed and extended in follow-up experiments during the next few months. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments on PBF A have demonstrated scaling of diode operation to 10 MV, ± I 0% 
azimuthal beam uniformity, and promising initial results in lithium beam generation 
and focusing. All of the elements should soon be in place to allow us to begin high 
power ICF target experiments with a focused lithium beam during the next six 
months. 
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Figure I - Electrical parameters 
from PBFA Shot 2679. On this 
experiment a 5.4 TW jcm2 
equivalent focal power density 
was achieved. 

Figure 2 - New PBF A ion diode 
geometry. This configuration 
features insulating magnetic 
fields, of 4-5 Tesla, improved 
field uniformity, and a new 
off -axis· ion pinhole camera 
diagnostic. 
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Figure 3 - Effect of field non
uniformity or "bowing· 
vertically across the anode 
emitting area. 
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Figure 4 - Electrical traces resulting 
from diode operation at 10 MY. 
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Figure 5 - Azimuthal beam 
uniformity measurements using 
an energy-resolving Rutherford 
scattering ion pinhole camera. 
The intensity scale is directly 
proportional to the proton 
energy density in each image. 
The schematic diagram shows 
the center diagnostic 
configuration. 
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Figure 6 - Laser EVaporation Ion 
Source configuration for PBF A 
experiments. In this 
configuration a Nd:Y AG laser is 
used to produce a dense neutral 
vapor layer on the anode 
surface. This layer is then 
ionized by a resonantly tuned 
dye laser to provide a pre
formed lithium ion source for 
diode experiments. 
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